
Improving the Place
Called School:
A Conversation with
John Goodlad

John Goodlad, director of A Study of
Schooling and author of A Place Called
School, has long contended that efforts to
change education should be centered not on
the teacher or the district, but on the school.

W rhat has been your experi-
ence in helping schools
use the data from your

Study of Schooling?
Well, actually, because my book'

came out in the context of the concern
for schools generated by A Nation at
Risk, I've been spending the bulk of
my time working with state school
board groups and other policymakers
and have spent much less time work-
ing with people in individual schools.

I think, though, it is becoming clear
to teachers and principals that we are
in the midst of a struggle for ideas. I've
been advising policvmakers to be very
cautious about implementing specific
reforms, like a longer school day or a
longer scho(xl year, because I am not
convinced that the ideas that were the
most visible in 1983 are going to be
those that propel the reform move-
ment in 1986.

If schools shouldn't necessarily
follow national recommenda-
tions, can they be expected to
come up with better ideas of their
own?

For nearly two decades I have been
espousing the idea that the individual
school is the key unit for change. I
have also noted, though, that individ-
ual schools can be very lonely, fragile
places. So although the school is the
unit for change, it cannot do evenry-
thing by itself
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A lot of m\ cilleagues and I endorse
thile idea of netw lorks WXe believe that
Schootls sh1uld treach OUt to joitn W ith
other schoolls that are endleavoring to
change. that for a school to become a
rCllewing entir-. it needs a great deal
ol help and Issist;ance iet's put it this

wax.: school)is that set out to he self-
reunewing Ih tdhemselves nxill probably
not get as tar as schools that sut set out to
he renewinug witlhin a context of sup-
ponrt

Besides networks, what are other
sources of support?

The most important ones are x ithin
the district itself For a school to he-
come the kex unit for educational
change requires a substantialil differ-
elt stance at the district level than now
exists. Improxverment prograrms tend to
he distric-tx ide thei are usuall- an
effort h a;ll schools, in a district to
attack the samne proh-lem at once In
elementanr, schools ftor exa;mple, it is
txpicall thie improvement of reading,
or the improvemeunt of nlath These
efforts h1avc' gone on repeatedli over
thte ears. anld w woulX d havue to con-
clude theu hlaven heen t en success-
ful-so x,xe need to be l)oking for
something else

The something else is for the district
to) encourage the indiviidual school to
come up with its plans basedi on its
own analx sis of that schlool's prob-
lems The principal. teac hers, students.
and parents need to think their prob-
lerns through anc determine their pri-
orities. using as much data as possible
Then the principall;ll. representing that
school, shouldc sit ciox n x ith tile su-

perintendent and the superintendent's
staff, s; ing "Here 's what ve would
like to do Hiere are our plans o-er a
three-to-live-sear period Hlere are our
priorities for the coming sear" Then
the resources of tile district should be
brought to bear on helping that indi-
vidual school do xwhat it has defined
and received apprtoval to do.

Now. frankli. man- superintendents
regard this idea as a threat to their
authority and poxwer Actuallh. it can
increase their influence: and in mans
instances it xwill make life much more
ple;sant for them.

Does the same principle apply to a
teacher or group of teachers with-
in a school who have something
they would like to try?

Absolutels! We've had an extraordi-
narn amount of rhetoric latel- about
the significance and importance of the
principal It's generall thought that a
good principal produces a good
school-altough we don't have much
evidence for that vet We don't know-
how much a principal is the causal
factor in school change. but the corre-
lation is tilere: n-here !ou have a good
school. ou usuall- find a good princi-
pal

xWhat xe have not delved into deep
i- enough is the question of the rela-
tionship bertween principals and teach-
ers when teaclers want to do
something. If a principal is reall!
gooxx he or she will have teachers
bubbling wvith ideas the! nwant to im-
plement This can be sert threatening
to principals if. in effect. all teachers

"Cosmetic
changes can be
legislated and
mandated; the
ways children
and youth acquire
knowledge and
ways of knowing
cannot."
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"Better preparation
of principals and
teachers, along with
help and time for
designing school
programs at the
site, are necessary
ingredients of
school improvement."

want is approval-if they seem to be
saying, "I need support and encour-
agement but I don't need your help."
So one of the things principals need to
understand is that what they want for
their own schools in terms of autono-
my and authority and responsibility is
precisely what teachers want for them-
selves.

In your book,2 you say that the
core of education should be a
common set of concepts, prind-
ples, skills, ways of knowing-not
topics. Who should determine
this common set of concepts and
principles?

Whether or not youngsters will be
taught a succession of topics that are
not necessarily held together by any
conceptual glue-or whether they will
be introduced to concepts like time,
space, energy, and the like-depends
in the final analysis on the teacher. If
the teacher doesn't understand a con-
ceptual approach, or doesn't know
how to do it, he or she will reduce
everything to a series of objectives to
be accomplished or a series of topics
to be taught-and of course, the text-

books will support the teacher in that.
Unfortunately, most teachers-ele-
mentary, middle, and secondary--are
not deeply immersed in the concepts
that provide structure to the fields of
knowledge.

This is particularly difficult for ele-
mentary school teachers because they
have to teach all or most of the sub-
jects. But even at the high school level,
teachers--most of whom have a mas-
ter's degree at best-have themselves
been exposed throughout their pro-
grams to a curriculum organized by
topics. They have not been exposed to
the structure of their own disciplines
except in a very few instances. Indeed,
that usually happens only at the doc-
toral level, and may not happen even
there.

In A Study of Schooling we discov-
ered that topics--in the textbooks and
in the teacher's mind-are both the
goals and the means of the curricu-
lum. Topics should be only the means,
not the goals, of instruction.

Now, since teacher preparation pro-
grams do not provide an understand-
ing of concepts like energy, time,
space, form, color, and the like, and
since preparation in the subject fields
rarely provides that understanding, I
think that-even though in the final
analysis teachers must be the ones
who decide which concepts to teach
their students--we need some kind of
intermediate agency that will engage
in analysis of the subject fields and
clarification of what the concepts are.

Doesn't this sound like the 60s?
Yes, it does. At least it sounds like

the original intent of the curriculum
reform movement.

At the beginning, the focus of that
movement was on teaching the struc-
ture of the subject fields to good teach-
ers. The various curriculum projects in

mathematics, biology, chemistry, and
so on selected first-rate high school
teachers who were given a year's leave
of absence in order to-yes--con-
struct curriculum, but most of all to
learn about this curricular approach.
That was very expensive

As the demand to get materials to
place in the hands of large numbers of
teachers rose and finally dominated
the curriculum reform movement,
then of course the emphasis on train-
ing teachers declined and the empha-
sis on preparing materials increased.
Then it was discovered that the teach-
ers in general to whom the materials
were to be disseminated didn't under-
stand the structures of their disci-
plines, and there was no money to
train them. Training got reduced from
a year to a summer to a couple of
weeks and, finally, to a few days.

Then, since the training over a few
days obviously did not do the job that
had been done by a year's work, the
curriculum developers said, "Well, we
don't have the money, time, and re-

"I am not
convinced that the
ideas that were the
most visible in 1983
are going to be
those that propel
the reform
movement in 1986."
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sources to train the teachers, so let's
produce teacher-proof materials."
That was the corruption. There uwre
those packages, unfortunately.

But what we now look back to as
what happened in the 60s was not
what was intended. It was what hap-
pened when we gave up on the idea
that these understandings about the
nature of curriculum design had to be
developed in the min&d of leachers

How does that apply to the kinds

of changes needed in schools
today?

The principle holds. Cosmetic
changes can be legislated and mandat-
ed; the wavs children and vouth ac-
quire knowledge and ways of knowing
cannot These depend on the knowl-
edge and creativity of teachers. Better
preparation of principals and teachers.
along with help and time for designing
school programs at the site, are neces-
sanr ingredients of school improve-

ment. This message is at best only at
the rhetorical level of acceptance by
policvmakers seeking to improve
schooling. Unless it becomes a guid-
ing principle of action as well as faith,
little more than peripheral changes in
the central curricular and instructional
functioning of schools are likely to
occur.

'Goodlad. John I A Place Called School
New York: McGraw -Hill Book Company-.
1984
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Are your teachers as effective
as they might be? Yes 0 No 0

Help increase your teachers'
instructional effectiveness

with the

MASTERY TEACHING
VIDEOTAPE SERIES

Twenty 1 5-minute modules on separate videotapes and
twenty copies of the book, Mastery Teaching, by Madeline Hunter.

No Rentals Complete Sets Only

Madelie Hunter

Mastery Teaching is a
production of the Office of
Instructional Development,

University of California,
Los Angeles

For a descriptive brochure and request for preview f]rlase send inforrmation- to:
tape, fill out the tear-off and return to: I

Instructional Dynamics, Inc. I Nam

845 Via de la Paz, Suite A177 I
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 i

Ior call (213) 454-3061
Isint zip

NIA R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iI I 9 H 5 
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Cost: $3,500
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